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THE HYBRID
WORKPLACE

Remote working, phased returns and the
workplace supplies sector
BY: STEVE H ARVELL

The business supplies sector has had to move swiftly and

•

decisively during the Coronavirus pandemic to meet the
changing demands of customers.

Before the pandemic, 70% of employees believed going into
the office wasn’t necessary

•

Research by Mind Share Partners has found that more
than 60% of workers say their mental health affects their

At the start of the pandemic, there was an unprecedented move

productivity.

from office working to home working. Many businesses were
forced to fast track digital transformation in order to stay

In a telling move Fujitsu, one of Japan’s largest employers,

connected and ensure that employees could work from home.

is adopting a new ‘Work Life Shift’ policy. In a country with a
traditionally office-centric culture, the move will enable 80,000

In addition, ensuring supply chain, staffing challenges and

employees to work remotely and result in 50% less office space

e-commerce capability have all been issues to overcome. Yet the

for the company.

industry has adapted quickly. The ability to shift deliveries from
office to home was crucial.

Meanwhile a recent survey by HRD found that 91% of HR leaders
want remote work options to continue post-lockdown, but two

The return to work

thirds (66%) say it may only last during the crisis.

Remote working is undoubtedly the biggest shift in the
workplace supplies industry for a long time. The unknown factor

In the post-Covid workplace, some companies will make the

is when, or indeed if, employees will return. Initial research

decision to transition 100% of employees to remote work.

suggests that a hybrid approach of both home and office

However, it’s likely that most companies will opt for a hybrid

working is most likely.

approach, enabling staggered working patterns and remote
working for some of the week.

•

According to research from Gartner, nearly three quarters
(74%) of CFOs expect to transition employees to remote
work setups permanently in the aftermath of Covid-19
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The new workplace environment

Technology and digital transformation

So how can businesses prepare for new working patterns and

With many companies staggering workplace returns into next

a new working environment? There are key areas to consider,

year, strong communication links and secure access to business

including: creating socially-distanced office space; ensuring

information is going to be key moving forward. However, this

digital transformation projects continue and evolve; wellness

all revolves around digital transformation – something many

and mental health for home workers and of course cost control

businesses would like to do, but are yet to embrace.

and business intelligence.
Projects to ensure access to systems, video calling and
Socially distanced office space

secure remote technology will drive digital transformation. For

COVID-19 has seen a huge shift in the product ranges that

businesses who have those systems in place, now is the time

customers require. This includes safety first signage, social

to assess whether they have the most secure and effective

distancing screens, PPE and staff safety products.

solution.

Extended product ranges

Cost control and business intelligence

Home workers and businesses are demanding a wider range of

Within the current business climate, customers are under an

products to help them work, play and keep busy. This means the

overwhelming degree of pressure to reduce costs and increase

range of non-core items businesses need in the short term is

efficiencies wherever possible.

likely to increase.
Implementing an easy to use, intuitive procurement system
Categories such as home office, sports and leisure, health and

will be the start for many businesses to take back control of

beauty, home and garden and even toys and games are in

their costs and reduce rogue spending during times of remote

demand.

working.
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ENERGY & CARBON
R E P O RT I N G

Can SECR fill the void where ESOS failed?
BY: AL AN FORD

Whilst Streamlined Energy & Carbon Reporting (SECR) could

see any benefit beyond compliance. ESOS assessors have had

be seen at first glance as a watered down ESOS without the

to be forceful, or even pushy, to get the opportunity to present a

site audits, it has the ability to deliver a wide range of energy

compelling case at board level and to inject a call to action.

efficiency and carbon reduction measures for organisations for
years to come in a way that ESOS alone will never achieve.

The best take-up of recommendations has been with those
organisations that had an active involvement in setting the goals

Those organisations that are genuinely motivated to improve

and boundaries of their ESOS audits, taking it beyond a tick box

energy efficiency have used ESOS to provide a roadmap and

compliance exercise. Organisations that opted (or were steered

action plan of deliverable projects. Hats off to them, as they reap

towards) the DEC route for compliance fared far worse with the

the rewards for their hard work and these are the organisations

result being large folders of worthless reports that will never see

we all enjoy being involved with. Unfortunately, these are in the

the light of day.

minority, and many organisations pass ESOS compliance down
the chain until it is typically overseen by a facilities/property

This may seem like a damning verdict on ESOS from someone

manager who is often required to provide compliance at the

who has completed many ESOS audits and has a vested interest

lowest cost possible.

in seeing it continue, but there has to be a better way to promote
energy efficiency within organisations; one where decision

Delivery of the service then becomes a race to the bottom, with

makers and those who hold the purse strings are actively

lowest price winning out and little value being gained. Directors

involved beyond signing the summary page of an energy report.

and high-level managers often see a report to sign off and fail to

So, step forward SECR, or at least I hope so.

A U D I T E L . C O. U K
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With SECR becoming part of the annual Directors Report, this

SECR is not perfect and one item omitted is a cost attributed

should give greater visibility of energy use and carbon emissions

to energy and carbon, but with kWh and CO2 figures sitting

to those holding the purse strings. With the requirement for

in the same report as the financials, it is only a small step to

year on year reporting, just churning out the same old energy

understand the cost of these figures.

efficiency narrative with a new set of figures will no longer
be enough, as interested stakeholders will be looking to see

Of course SECR could be seen as just another compliance

genuine improvement and, dare I say it, directors scratch around

exercise. However, I do hope it will not only drive top-level

looking for something new to say each year. That partial LED

management to take more of an interest in energy efficiency but

project completed several years ago can no longer take centre

it will also see them engage more fully in future rounds of ESOS

stage to promote the energy credentials of the organisation.

so that it goes beyond a box ticking exercise and the benefits of
both schemes can be fully realised.

With SECR, the benefits of energy self-generation and purchasing
REGO electricity can be promoted to a wider audience,
categories not required within the ESOS audit. Transport, often
the poor but significant partner in ESOS audits, will become
more prominent. This could even see the acceleration of
directors’ car park spaces being noted for their EV charging
posts rather than the prominent prestige gas-guzzling vehicles
often seen today.
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Logistics Market Analysis
B Y : D AV I D K E N D A L L

The challenges over recent months have had a major impact on

that have remained open and accommodating the massive

the carriage and logistics landscape. In terms of sea shipping,

surge in demand for online sales across most market places.

prices have taken a major hike driven by reduced availability and

The carriers were not prepared for the pandemic, but they have

poor positioning of assets. We are finding that most agents are

adapted and coped well. Many have switched to 7-day services,

proposing very similar rates in the markets therefore there is

delivery hours have been extended and signature proof of

little financial incentive falling out of tender processes.

delivery has been switched to photograph. Key challenges for
the carriers have been the capacity in drivers and vehicle fleet to

Most carriers and agents are not prepared to fix their pricing

be able to service the increased demand.

for longer than a month or three at most. It is not ideal to be
reviewing sea shipping costs and trying to compare today's

Key objectives for our clients during recent months have

pricing against anything pre-crisis as this will provide

focused on:

misleading results. Our advice is for clients to sit tight,
concentrate on service and wait for outlook to extend and

•

Contingency suppliers for all key carriage streams. We all

sector conditions to settle. Currently, having a long standing and

remember the collapse of Citylink and the detrimental effect

valued relationship with your carrier could pay dividends in

that this had on their customers at the time, many of which

going the extra mile on the service front for you.

were unprepared. Having an integrated contingency supplier
in place, with an active account set up is critically important

From a courier, pallet and postage perspective, to all extents

as we enter what many analysts predicted to be one of the

demand for these services have boomed during the recent

worst recessions in modern times.

pandemic, driven in the main by replenishing essential stores

A U D I T E L . C O. U K
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in client interest and demand around management and

sensible to be able to switch to a warehouse and pick / pack

monitoring systems as clients seek to autonomise as many

solution that incurs costs and charges that are in line and

processes as possible. This could be portals and platforms

proportionate with sales activity.

that were always offered by incumbent carriers but never
•

used, or third-party systems such as Metapack etc.

Our overall view is that clients should be using this time

A combination of reduced headcount and a surge in

to review their carriage and logistics policy, including their

demand has put massive strain on the customer service

approach, their profile, the carriers that they currently use and

departments for all carriers. Our view here is that it is not an

services that they offer to clients. There are opportunities that

ideal time to be assessing or making judgement on this

will come out of the crisis.

front. We are linked to all major carriers and we know that

•

they are doing their best under difficult circumstances. In

We predict that online sales will continue to grow, which on the

the event that a client is setting up a contingency supplier

basis that the rates for most carriage and logistics services are

arrangement, it is worth noting again that testing conditions

volume driven, then we will be urging all of our clients to review

are not ideal and this needs to be taken into account when

their pricing for potential cost savings in or around Q4 of 2020.

considering the service.

This can be done now, however we don’t believe clients will

3PL warehousing has remained a buoyant industry

achieve the optimum results until the sector regains stability,

throughout the pandemic. It is an area that has grown

capacity for shipments increases and the carriers restore their

exponentially over recent years and we predict that demand

account manager team behind the scenes.

will increase significantly post crisis. As businesses seek to
reduce headcount and fixed costs, it is logical and
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A strong business credit rating post-lockdown
is more important than ever

BY: JOHN WARDLE

2020 has seen more business credit searches run each month

How does the market work?

than at any other time in history. The COVID-19 pandemic

The UK trade credit ratings market is dominated by 5 main

has led to companies becoming increasingly nervous about

players:

getting paid and buyers more careful about where contracts are
awarded. Additionally, finance is tightening and credit facilities

1.

Creditsafe

have grown in importance.

2.

Experian

3.

Dun & Bradstreet

4.

Equifax

5.

Graydon

We can predict the following:
•

Material delays in payments to suppliers – stretching
agreed terms

All 5 of these have a different scoring methodology for all limited

•

CCJ at record levels

companies and partnerships in the UK. They use data filed at

•

Director level volatility

Companies House, market information and historical data trends

•

Insolvencies

to allocate a rating and a recommended credit limit to all UK

•

Sector-wide downgrades

businesses.

Already we can see sectors being affected across the board

With the advent of improved technology, greater data demand

with Retail, Logistics, Hospitality, Travel and Tourism being

and the corporate trade credit market being worth circa £500m

most afflicted.

p.a. in fees, the need for a strong and reflective rating is
essential.

Many are predicting a “credit re-set” in the UK, by this they mean,
that the assumed level of credit afforded to companies could

These agencies report and consider within their scoring

drop to approaching zero.

methodologies many of the following:

In this environment, knowing, understanding and being able to

•

Filed accounting data

improve your business’ ratings and recommended credit limits

•

Business sector

becomes, for a business leader, more vital than ever.

•

Group structure

•

Payment behaviour to suppliers

A U D I T E L . C O. U K
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•

SIC code

Addressing this situation

•

Director changes

There is no natural and easy way for businesses to challenge its

•

CCJ’s issued / settled

credit ratings across the main five agencies. They tend to place

•

Years since incorporation

more emphasis around responding to the consumer market and
there are no established mechanisms for dealing with corporate

All of these elements make up an overall credit rating and a

queries.

recommendation for the amount of credit facility to offer.
A business may be unfairly judged based upon historic

This is where we can help, using our unique approach and

information submissions whilst current trading may well be

experience we are able to positively influence your company’s

greatly improved and show a different picture but this is not

outward facing credit profile. Through our partnership with a

being taken into account. This can lead to many companies

market leader, we are able to challenge your rating without any

having suboptimal ratings and limits.

increase in the publicly viewable data about your business.

Given the COVID-19 pandemic backdrop, companies are nervous

The process

about whom they offer credit to. This means that the next 2

The whole process takes far less time than you might imagine.

years are likely to be the most volatile in history, this presents

Initially a free of charge market review can be produced giving

opportunities and also risks. With company credit ratings

business-critical information on the number of searches made

impacting all areas including:

over the last few months, ratings and limits for all the five main
agencies. This can then be followed up with a short three day

•

Working capital

project to review and re-present business information leading to

•

Ability to raise finance

improved ratings to meet agreed project targets.

•

Tendering for contracts

•

Utility contract pricing

•

Leasing vehicles and equipment

You can see why an innovative solution to help with these areas
is really vital.
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Free mobile phone
You might as well sell a kidney
B Y : D AV I D P O W E L L

Would you take a loan out from your banking provider at
25% repayment over 2 years?
This insight relates to an almost universally misunderstood

benefits that contract might come with (e.g. access to the
O2 lounge at the Arena in London.)
2.

Purchase 2: Goods. Secondly you have the OPTION, it is

aspect of mobile phone contracts. I see this on a weekly basis,

an option, to buy a new phone if you need one. However, if

where a good mobile phone salesman (who doesn’t understand

your current phone is working, it meets your needs and you

either makes the case that their deal includes say 15 Free

are not an early adopter that always enjoys having the latest

iPhones, versus the rival offer where no free phones are added.

tech then stick with the phone you have.

The former usually wins the deal.
If you do decide to get a new phone on contract for “free” then
Consumers and hence business users, where their company

the service contract will then be loaded with extra costs to

pays, have been conditioned since the dawning of the industry

cover it. The easiest way is to look at some basic numbers.

in the mid-90s that phones are free and simply come with

Let’s say the Service Contract (known as Sim Only) part of the

the contract. What you need to get your head around is that

deal is £5pcm (let’s keep the numbers simple not necessarily

when you are dealing with mobile phone purchases, there are 2

realistic) but you want a £360 iPhone SE.

separate purchases happening:
•
1.

24mths + £360 = £480

Purchase 1: Services. You are buying the right to use the
mobile phone masts and signal provided by one of the 4 UK

If you BUY the phone, then the total cost over 2 years is £5 x

•

If you get it “free” then the sim cost doesn’t jump to £20 to

networks and your access to that network is controlled by

give you the same £480- total, this is where you get robbed

the sim card in your phone. So, if you like, you are leasing/

blind and the sim cost becomes £25pcm, but you get

renting in effect the sim card. This is the “Service Contract”

blinded by the “free” phone and you then spend £600 that’s

and covers your calls, texts, data and whatever other

25% higher and is not untypical.

A U D I T E L . C O. U K
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That’s the simple view. However, for corporate fleets the

Funding & Cashflow

networks and the dealers know how to make deals so complex

The counter argument is that when cash is king, having a

you don’t truly know what you’re getting and can’t compare like

hardware fund or “free” hardware means you are effectively

with like very easily – some of the weapons in their arsenal

getting an off-balance sheet line of credit and you get to keep

include:

the cash in your account for longer. There is no right answer, as
long as you understand what you are buying and the structure of

•
•

•

Bump up the cost of the data bundle, minutes bundle, line

the deal. What price is that cash flow worth to you, when is the

rental etc, but then give you a line rental discount.

hidden APR too high?

Give you a large hardware fund pot but add a use it or lose
it clause forcing you to spend it on new hardware instead of

Of course there is another way – outsource the procurement and

having it paid out as cash.

fleet management to an expert.

Give you various free minutes and bespoke tariffs on say
Non-Geographic numbers, International Dialling, Roaming

Finally – all the above isn’t always true, I’ve just this week had an

Tariffs.

offer for a client where the hardware fund of c£20k is 0% Interest

•

Different tariffs for different user types.

i.e. Interest Free. The deal on all the other elements (sim card

•

Instead of a single large data bundle of say 400Gb, they

rental, data bundle etc) is exactly the same with or without the

might give 100 Extra sim cards each with say 4Gb of shared

£20k. So £20k interest free loan in effect.

data, giving an overall lower cost per sim on the deal. Which
is often the headline figure someone not involved might
look at to sign off on a deal.
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Protecting your business from foreign exchange
(FX) risk in a post-Covid19 world
BY: JOHN WARDLE

There are a raft of components UK businesses need to consider

Sterling from the UK. Businesses should regularly review costs

as they start to emerge and operate from the recent global

associated with FX payments as well as assessing guidance on

pandemic. Despite the government having thrown more than

how best to manage currency movement risk.

the kitchen sink at the problem, many small-to-medium sized
businesses have understandably struggled to come to terms

Implementing a robust FX policy will protect and preserve vital

with the drastic implications which have developed and are

funds as well as safeguarding profit margins. Indeed, it could be

skating on financially thin ice. Mitigating risk and increasing

argued addressing and managing risk is more important than

cashflow is more important than ever.

cost saving, although they shouldn’t be mutually exclusive.

This is particularly relevant for businesses making and receiving

How to manage FX risk

foreign exchange (FX) payments as international trade with

Since the beginning of 2020, Sterling has had a 24% swing

overseas suppliers and clients resume.

versus the US Dollar {see chart}. This is a huge movement which
could, if not managed properly, mean success or failure for a

Historically, only larger corporates would focus on global

business. If a UK importer operates on a 10% profit margin,

markets. But in this ever-changing world where startups are

those profits would have been completely eradicated in Q1

more and more driven by technology, international market

purely due to the depreciation of Sterling, all else being equal.

access is far easier and the spectrum of UK businesses trading

The only real options in this case is to pass costs on to the

globally is broadening. This may include sourcing products

customer or take the financial hit during that period. Neither are

from overseas, servicing clients in other jurisdictions or quite

very appealing.

simply managing internal finances for global offices whilst
operating in

GBPUSD Headline Rate, Year to Date
1.34

1.29

1.24

Where next
1.19

-13% decline

?

+11% increase

1.14

GBPUSD
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In real terms, purchasing USD 100,000 to pay a supplier in

If the FX broker cannot provide this, then certainly look around,

January would have cost GBP 75,187 as opposed to GBP 87,719

especially to the larger institutions who are more likely to be able

in March – an increased cost of GBP 12,532.

to accommodate. In an age when ‘cash is king’ for UK SMEs, this
is vitally important.

Corporates insure their business against a whole range of things
from building cover to public liability. But many still leave their

In a world of technological transparency, reducing FX costs has

FX exposure completely ignored. Protecting cashflow can be

never been easier. A quick and simple FX healthcheck auditing

done using a range of simple hedging products which allow

historical transactions could highlight savings and allow the

businesses to lock in rates for extended periods of time in the

company to make an informed decision as to whether they wish

future. Utilising Forward Contracts is the most common way of

to change provider or not.

doing this. By purchasing currency in advance, businesses are
able to accurately forecast the cost of a particular contract, or

Why is this so important now?

feel safe in the knowledge they will receive the amount they had

No one can predict how or when we will emerge fully from this

budgeted for from an overseas client. Forward Contracts are

pandemic and indeed what the trading world will look like once

flexible and can be set up to suit every individual business.

it is over. Likewise, no one can second guess how the currency
markets will digest news and events especially when we factor

A well respected and diligent FX broker can assess cashflow,

in Brexit too.

suggest suitable strategies for every scenario and make sure
the customer is best placed to protect their business moving

Companies who thrive on remaining competitive in a global

forward.

market need to assess their policies and manage their FX
exposure in the most cost effective way whilst not leaving

What is the catch?

themselves open to the potential pitfalls of negative currency

Forward Contracts normally require the customer to commit an

movements. Mismanagement of international payments can be

upfront deposit (up to 10% of the total notional amount) at the

the difference between success and failure during these volatile

time of booking. This is collateral in case the customer defaults

times.

on the contract. Not ideal from a cashflow perspective, however,
it is worth asking the FX broker whether they can provide a credit

There are alternatives in the FX marketplace right now and

facility to utilise forward contracts most effectively and waiver

choosing a reputable, credible and reliable foreign exchange

the requirement for a deposit.

provider is key.
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What price do you put on the Environment?
BY: M ARTIN WALLIS

The pandemic has challenged a lot of the ways we do things,

The approaches to waste which offer least environmental

and large scale on-site catering has been subject to more

impact are those at the top, and the ‘pre-Pandemic’ process –

change than most. For some, this has meant the logistical

crockery, cutlery and dishwasher – fits well with this.

challenge of delivering meals to residents at a distance from a
central kitchen, and alongside the physical distribution, this has

The packaging solution was to pay a premium price for a

brought about the need to procure packaging for hot meals.

‘recyclable and compostable’ food box, believing that those
credentials would mitigate the environmental impact at the

I was asked to review the packaging costs for a solution put

‘recycling’ level.

in place very quickly as a result of the pandemic, a solution
which had tried to balance expediency, cost and care for the

Once we understand processes, we can often shed new light

environment. As always, our objective is to look at the bigger

on procurement, and that was certainly the case here, as it is

picture and the processes involved, but in doing that, some hard

unlikely that the boxes would be recycled or composted. Food

questions had to be asked.

contamination from gravies and sauces would be extensive, so
it is unlikely the local authority would have the facility to clean

The framework for review was the application of the waste

them, fit for recycling. Energy from Waste, or even landfill is a

hierarchy. (see diagram below)

much more likely destination. Composting, too is unlikely - as
yet, there is very little industrial composting capacity in the UK.

The Waste Hierarchy

S TAG E S

INCLUDES

Prevention

Using less material in design and manufacture.
Keeping products for longer; reuse.
Using less hazardous material.

Preparing for reuse

Checking, cleaning, repairing, refurbishing, repair, whole items or
spare parts.

Recycling

Turning waste into a new substance or product, including
composting if it needs quality protocols.

Other Recovery

Including anaerobic digestion, incineration with energy recovery,
gasification and pyrolysis which produce energy (fuels, heat and
power) and materials from waste; some backfilling operations.

Disposal

Landfill and incineration without energy recovery.

A U D I T E L . C O. U K
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The recycling industry has made great strides over recent years

Our 360 degree review recommended different packaging and

and some of the impacts are good. Separating food waste is

while it may not be any easier to recycle, it is made from

often presented as a way to reduce cost, but perhaps it is more

recycled materials, and comes at a significantly lower cost. We

significant because the lack of food in the main bin means that

can leverage our extensive network of suppliers to meet your

more other waste can be recycled because it doesn’t become

environmental and financial objectives too.

contaminated.
The industry has even found a way to recycle disposable coffee
cups (the problem is the plastic waterproof membrane), but
it comes at a cost – full recycling is forecast to cost Costa
approaching £1m per annum, and to date, only a fraction of
Britain’s 2.5 billion cups are recycled each year.
Too often, there remains a dilemma, whether procuring
stationery or cleaning materials – should you pay more for a
product with lower environmental impact – and will that
product perform as effectively as the one it replaces?
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Don’t roll the dice with your energy
B Y : D AV I D P O W E L L

Energy – maybe not a sexy subject, but usually a large cost and the industry is full of sharks and “used car sales” tactics (apologies to
any of the good used car sales people).
Do you want to roll the dice? Or would you rather go in eyes open? This article busts a couple of myths so you can go in informed at
your next energy renewal.
There are 2 myths I want to bust, perpetuated by the press, and by energy brokers:
1.

That energy costs are always rising.
Guess what, they’re NOT.

2.

That consolidating supplies to one single large contract and single end date is beneficial.
Sneak preview: it’s NOT.

Myth 1: Rising Energy Costs - False
Ignoring the impact on the markets and oil price of the Corona Crisis where we all know oil and hence energy prices to some extent,
have reached long term lows. However before that Energy prices are always cited as a concern by Business Owners and is of such
concern it’s a perpetual question in the IoD’s regular Policy Voice questionnaire.

Look where we are now – red line right at the bottom.
[Mythbuster bonus: The graph shows prices are not lower in the summer]

A U D I T E L . C O. U K
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ENERGY

Or look at it another way, the sort of graph
a broker might show you. Looks like it’s
plummeted in the 4 year graph, a broker might
show you this to convince you of a 5 year
contract (with a big commission built in, longer
contracts often have bigger commissions.

But a broker might show you just the 30 day
graph, if trying to panic you into buying now, like
the one below that makes it looks like energy
is “rising as always, so you had better buy now
before the quotes go up”

BUT Zoom out and the 10 year picture shows
that actually it’s flat-ish (either side of 50p/
therm) with big peaks and troughs:
Which brings us to myth 2...
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Myth 2: Consolidating Supplies = cheaper prices,
lower risk

locked in 10 x £50,000 supplies at June 16 with a September

First you need to understand that the business of an energy

start date for 2 years, you would be looking at renewal

broker is a volume game, i.e. slim margins (though I’ve seen

approaching the huge spike in September 2018 and your broker

massive commissions sometimes) means a call centre

would (quite rightly) trying to get you to lock in before prices

approach, where you need to lock in as many customers for

went even higher (you can’t know it was going to fall). But that

as long as possible with as little admin as possible, which

means your £500k energy bill has now doubled to £1m. Where

increases profit per hour FTE.

are you going to find half a million in your budget to pay for that?

The ruse they’ve come up with to enable this is to perpetuate a

A better way if you have multi-site is to split the contract end

myth that a single contract end date is for your benefit, because

dates across seasons and years. So if we had taken over the

you then have 1 supplier, 1 renewal point, less admin and nothing

management in June 16, we would have put some on 1 year,

to worry about for another 1,2,3,5 years and the biggest lie of all

some 2 year and some 3 year contracts and possibly a few

in that bulk buying will get you cheaper prices. Unless you have

18-month contracts too. That means you are constantly dipping

a multi-million pound spend and at multiple sites so you can get

your toe in the market and overall you’ll have an average price for

into 8 or even 9 figure annual bills there is no bulk buying power

your energy, but never have a sudden change, each year only say

at all. Many of the energy companies simply issue a daily price

25% will change in price. So your £500k becomes only £625k

matrix for all supplies under a certain, quite large, size.

say. Or look at it another way, the sort of graph a broker might

markets whims. Take the 4 year graph on page 17. If you had

show you. Looks like it’s plummeted in the 4 year graph, a broker

RISK, RISK, RISK – it’s all about RISK.

might show you this to convince you of a 5 year contract (with

A broker won’t ever tell you that by locking in all your supplies

a big commission built in, longer contracts often have bigger

to one end date, you are risking a huge spend on the energy

commissions.
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